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GRASS Disinfo Brief  -  October 2nd – October 9th 

 The Chairman of the Parliament attacks GRASS in an attempt to shift blame onto NGOs 

in the event Georgia is not granted EU candidate status 

 After State Security Service of Georgia’s preannouncement of an attempted coup, GD 

amends the Law on Assemblies and Manifestations, says it won’t allow “a bloody 

revolution” 

 Hamas terrorist attacks on Israel utilised by pro-Russian propaganda to discredit West 

  “Anti-Maidan Movement” established by pro-Russian Alt Info reinforces a narrative 

that the West through the hands of NGOs plans to incite a coup in Georgia 

 SSSG’s statement about USAID-funded “training on overthrowing the government” fuels 

anti-US propaganda 

 Propaganda depicts Moscow as a guarantor of security, stability and territorial integrity 

for Georgia 

 

The Chairman of the Parliament attacks GRASS in an attempt to shift blame onto NGOs in the 

event Georgia is not granted EU candidate status 

On October 5th, Sergi Kapanadze, GRASS’s founder and board chair (Georgia’s Reforms 

Associates), published a personal opinion piece about the conditions that should be mandated 

for Georgia’s future EU integration. GRASS is also part of a group of Georgian NGOs that 

monitors the state of implementation of 12 conditionalities, titled "EU Candidacy Check". The 

report has often become a target of the ruling party’s absurd accusations that Georgian NGOs 

want to sabotage Georgia’s candidate status. 

On September 6th, Chairman of the Parliament Shalva Papuashvili attacked GRASS by stating 

that the organisation is an extension of the United National Movement, which advises the EU 

to grant candidate status to Georgia only if the government releases former President Mikheil 

Saakashvili and imposes sanctions on Russia.  

The official position of GRASS regarding the process of Georgia’s integration into the European 

Union and the granting of candidate status is clearly reflected in the “EU Candidacy Check” 

and in the letter sent to the President of the European Commission Ursula von der Leyen on 

September 18th, in which GRASS once again asked the President of the European Commission 

to support the granting of candidate status to Georgia. Despite the clarifying statement made 

by GRASS, the Chairman of the Parliament continued his polarising rhetoric and again falsely 

accused the organisation of attempting to engage Georgia in a military confrontation with 

Russia and risk economic collapse, calling on other NGOs to openly voice their disagreement 

with the conclusions made in the “EU Candidacy Check”. GRASS responded once again and 

called on the Chairman to change his harmful and polarising rhetoric and take tangible steps 

https://www.euractiv.com/section/europe-s-east/opinion/the-imperative-for-stricter-eu-conditionalities-for-georgia/
https://grass.org.ge/ka/publikaciebi/politikis-dokumenti/2413-evrokavshiris-12-prioritetis-shesrulebis-mdgomareoba-6-0
https://www.interpressnews.ge/ka/article/772600-shalva-papuashvili-enjeoebi-evropelebisgan-itxoven-rom-cinapirobebi-unda-dauqenos-sakartvelos-evrokavshirma-unda-moxdes-mixeil-saakashvilis-gatavisupleba-da-rusetistvis-sankciebis-daceseba
https://www.facebook.com/grassgrouporg/posts/pfbid02voUYduu9WVBAY7pscUCE3fXaHZerJJbsxd5j2FEFMaiTNySVE18gEVieaTnpsSbul?__cft__%5b0%5d=AZWkp7SLt9hniYN9g0JMYPOeLiPSkgKbb4UzOYerXx9vCbsAn6lexGysu1VOy32fxpGHbU1l14vdJtkPUMah79rxcmeIbEn-m3svmkJ8ESztDHmP-cE_e5db3f55oBtkIv0eTaX7VVBLv7j2PO3uevaJyxEovuAIGPvFKWbGWnKgxvwGm2Duoou7Wtn8L2CjDgQ&__tn__=%2CO%2CP-R
https://grass.org.ge/ka/statement/samoqalaqo-sazogadoebis-mimartva-evropuli-komisiis-prezidents
https://www.interpressnews.ge/ka/article/772963-shalva-papuashvili-namdvil-samokalako-sazogadoebas-mivmartav-axla-momentia-tkvat-xmamagla-rom-ar-etanxmebit-grasis-poziciebs-da-sergi-kapanaze-ar-migachniat-enjeod
https://grass.org.ge/ka/statement/-2429


 
 

 

to start substantive discussions with all interested parties, including civil society, to achieve the 

common goal of joining the EU. 

 

 

After the State Security Service of Georgia’s preannouncement of an attempted coup, GD 

amends the Law on Assemblies and Manifestations, says it won’t allow “a bloody revolution” 

The SSSG’s initial statement, which warns about a plot to overthrow the government in 

Georgia, outlined a scheme involving the erection of tents in the city centre by protesters. 

According to the statement, the coup organisers intend to detonate a bomb within one of these 

tents to incite public outrage, potentially sparking a violent revolution. On September 30, the 

ruling party introduced amendments to the Law on Assemblies and Manifestations, swiftly 

passing them into law on October 5th. These amendments prohibit participants in protests and 

demonstrations from erecting temporary structures if it: - poses a threat to the participants of 

the gathering or others; prevents the protection of public order and security by the police; 

disrupts the normal functioning of businesses, institutions or organisations; is not related to the 

gathering or demonstration. In addition, "in order to avoid distortion of the appearance public 

spaces", participants of the assembly or demonstration cannot set up a temporary structure if it 

is not necessary for the proper functioning of the event. Violating these new prohibitive norms 

will result in confiscation of the object of the offence and either a fine of 500 GEL or 

administrative imprisonment for up to 15 days. If the offender is an organiser of the 

demonstration – the temporary object will be confiscated and either fined 5000 GEL or 

administratively imprisoned for up to 15 days. President Zourabichvili announced that she will 

veto the law, while the Public Defender stated that the law interferes with freedom of 

expression and assembly. 

 Irakli Kobakhidze, the Chairman of GD, expressed deep concern over the response from 

the US embassy, finding it deeply unsettling. He noted that the US embassy did not 

explicitly distance itself from any involvement in preparations for a revolution. The 

Georgian people want to maintain peace and avoid the upheaval that revolutions can 

bring, as seen in Ukraine.  The Georgian society expects the US embassy to have a 

different position and to clarify that they will not support revolutionary processes. The 

US embassy's statement was shocking and insulting to Georgian society. According to 

Kobakhidze, when concrete evidence is presented by the SSSG showing that USAID 

funded a training session on preparing a revolution, it should strictly condemn it. On a 

separate occasion, Kobakhidze stated that Georgia will protect its sovereignty and 

proceed with caution to prevent the “Ukrainisation” of Georgia, which according to him, 

means revolution, chaos, and a second front. 

 Chairman of the Parliament, Shalva Papuashvili, thanked foreign actors for not getting 

involved in the discussions around the amendments in the Law on Assemblies and 

Manifestations. Papuashvili stated that foreign actors actively played a role in branding 

the law on Foreign Agents as a Russian law, which was false and resulted in violent 

demonstrations and radicalism on March 7-8th. This time, the amendments did not lead 

file:///C:/Users/Grass%20&%20Factcheck/AppData/Roaming/Microsoft/Word/v
https://www.interpressnews.ge/ka/article/772476-shekrebebisa-da-manipestaciebis-dros-droebiti-konstrukciebis-gantavsebis-shezgudvastan-dakavshirebuli-iniciativa-parlamentma-mesame-mosmenit-daamtkica
https://www.radiotavisupleba.ge/a/32626507.html
https://www.interpressnews.ge/ka/article/772307-ombudsmeni-shekrebebisa-da-manipestaciebis-shesaxeb-kanonshi-cvlilebebze-saxezea-gamoxatvisa-da-shekrebis-tavisuplebashi-intensiuri-chareva/
https://www.interpressnews.ge/ka/article/771982-irakli-kobaxize-ashsh-is-saelchos-gancxadeba-iqo-gamaognebeli-da-sheuracxmqopeli-sazogadoebis-molodinia-saelchosgan-moisminos-rom-mati-mxridan-revoluciuri-procesebis-mxardachera-ar-moxdeba
https://www.interpressnews.ge/ka/article/772181-irakli-kobaxize-vigacebi-emzadebian-revoluciistvis-tumca-amis-sashualebas-aravis-mivcemt-sachiroa-siprtxile-rom-ar-moxdes-sakartvelos-ukrainizacia-rac-gulisxmobs-areulobas-ubedurebas-da-pronts
https://www.interpressnews.ge/ka/article/772556-shalva-papuashvili-chven-vnaxet-mcdeloba-gameorebuliqo-martis-radikaluri-dgis-cesrigi-magram-gushin-radikalizmi-ar-shedga


 
 
 
 
 

 

 
 

to radicalism because foreign actors respected Georgian internal politics and conducted 

themselves constructively, the chairman said. They only ruffled the feathers of the 

United National Movement and the “fake NGOs”. Addressing the concerns related to 

USAID, the Chairman of the Parliament recalled the 2020 elections. He pointed out that 

ISFED, a recipient of USAID funding, had initially released inaccurate results from their 

parallel vote counting. Before ISFED publicly acknowledged these results as mistakes, 

protests about election rigging were taking place, fueled in part by the PVT results. 

According to Papuashvili, USAID had information about the results being incorrect but 

did not make a statement despite the violent protests taking place at the time. According 

to Papuashvili, USAID has yet to provide clarification on this issue. 

 GD MP Mamuka Mdinaradze, while commenting on the amendments in the Law on 

Assemblies and Manifestations, stated that the SSSG’s initial statement about a plot to 

incite a revolution is seemingly true, confirmed by the USAID-funded training. 

Mdinaradze suggested that the SSSG’s statement about a plan to detonate a bomb in 

protest tents is also credible. Therefore, the ruling party is obliged to prevent this both 

at the legislative and practical levels. Anyone opposed to the amendments is an 

accomplice in the revolutionary plans to kill people and gain political benefits. According 

to Mdinaradze, the Georgian state will not allow a violent and bloody revolution. After 

someone asked why the SSSG did not arrest anyone for the USAID-funded training, 

Mdinaradze explained that they took no specific action following the training session, 

which only involved verbal communication. If the investigative bodies detect actions 

aimed at preparing for a revolution, they will act accordingly. 

 Kakha Kaladze, the Secretary General of the GD and Tbilisi Mayor, offered his 

perspective on the Law on Assemblies and Manifestations amendments. He emphasised 

that anyone—an individual, a politician, a political party, or an NGO—opposing these 

amendments aligns with the disturbing provocations detailed by the SSSG. According to 

Kaladze, the foremost priority is the state's commitment to safeguarding the security of 

its citizens. He asserted that because opposition parties lack significant public support, 

they resort to attempts to overthrow the government, sometimes with the involvement 

of "foreign allies." However, Kaladze reassured that the ruling party remains steadfast in 

its commitment to protecting the Georgian people, safeguarding Georgia's interests, and 

ensuring its security. 

 GD MP Irakli Zarkua stated that the evidence provided by the SSSG proves that the 

investigative agencies are competent and fulfilling their duties, exposing “some pests” 

who arrived in the country to prepare a revolution. Zarkua assessed that the US embassy 

is mistaken and its statement is inadequate. “We are not idiots. I want them to know 

that!” – stated the MP. 

https://www.interpressnews.ge/ka/article/772617-shalva-papuashvili-movucodeb-usaid-is-martiv-kitxvaze-gulcrpeli-pasuxi-gascen-rodis-gaiges-rom-2020-cels-isfed-is-paraleluri-datvlis-shedegebi-iqo-mcdari-da-ratom-umalavdnen-am-inpormacias-kartvel-xalxs
https://www.interpressnews.ge/ka/article/772092-mamuka-mdinaraze-carmoudgenelia-saxelmcipom-daushvas-sisxliani-revolucia-laparakistvis-aravis-icheren-roca-momzadebis-etapze-mainc-ar-gadadis-ganzraxva-sisxlis-samartlebrivi-danashaulis-shemadgenloba-ar-gvakvs
https://www.interpressnews.ge/ka/article/772465-mamuka-mdinaraze-turme-ramxela-imedebs-amqareben-revoluciis-mosurveebi-karvebze-tan-itquebian-rom-karvebi-da-sxva-aseti-konstrukciebi-ikrzaleba
https://www.interpressnews.ge/ka/article/772412-kaxa-kalaze-cdiloben-kveqanashi-moacqon-areuloba-daamxon-xelisupleba-magram-aravis-araperi-gamouva-vinc-ecinaagmdegeba-kanonproektis-cvlilebas-camsvlelia-im-sibinzureze-da-provokaciebze-razec-sus-i-saubrobs
https://www.interpressnews.ge/ka/article/772153-irakli-zarkua-ashsh-s-saelchos-gancxadebaze-shecdomashi-arian-sheqvanilni-an-araadekvatur-gancxadebastan-gvakvs-sakme-ak-shteri-aravin-aris-es-minda-icodnen


 
 

 

 GD MP Aluda Ghudushauri stated that the US is Georgia’s strategic partner and that 

attempts to undermine that partnership will be futile. He also emphasised that the US 

embassy should be interested in supporting democratic processes in the country and that 

government is changed through the elections, based on the constitution, and not with 

revolutions and violent actions. Ghudushauri underlined that the evidence presented by 

the SSSG shows that certain individuals are teaching methods to overthrow the 

government. Therefore, the US embassy must condemn such actions and clarify its 

position to the Georgian people. 

 People’s Party member and MP Guram Matcharashvili stated that the public witnessed 

how training took place for planning revolutions and violent protests. The leaders of this 

organisation themselves have admitted the authenticity of these recordings and that they 

preach violence. According to the MP, Georgian people will not be deceived if the US 

embassy denies the contents of the recording released by the SSSG. 

 

 

Hamas terrorist attacks on Israel utilised by pro-Russian propaganda to discredit West 

 Sezoni TV propagandist assessed the terrorist attack in Israel as the Muslim world's 

unified fight against the West. Hence, Georgia is putting itself in a dangerous situation 

by aligning with the West. Georgia must change its foreign policy because Muslim 

countries like Turkey and Iran might invade Georgia. Due to its proximity to the Middle 

East, Georgia should reject Western integration to avoid conflict.  

 A clergyman who often appears on Sezoni TV blamed the West for causing the Hamas 

attacks on Israel, stating that its Western policy towards the Middle East provoked the 

Muslim countries. The clergy also talked about a conspiracy theory, according to which 

if the Jewish people regain control over Solomon’s temple, they will elect a new messiah, 

the antichrist. 

 Pro-Russian website “GeWorld” shared an article depicting an analysis by a Russian 

commentator, Vladimir Pavlenko, according to which the West provoked both Hamas 

and Israel to start the conflict. Israel has been distancing itself from the US and aligning 

with China, so the US assisted Hamas in attacking Israel. The West will eventually help 

Israel defeat Hamas, eliminating Iran’s ally while regaining Israel’s loyalty. Additionally, 

assisting Israel with weapons will be a good excuse to stop supporting Ukraine in the war 

against Russia.  

 A pro-Russian propagandist stated that since Iran voiced its support for Hamas, Russia is 

the only power to mediate peace in the world. The third world war will be inevitable if 

Iran directly engages in conflict with Israel. According to the post, since Russia is 

emerging as a mediator, Georgia should openly declare that it refuses to integrate with 

NATO and start direct negotiations with Moscow.  

 A pro-Russian profile stated that the people were outraged when Ukrainians were using 

civilians as shields, causing mass civilian casualties after deliberately making them 

https://www.interpressnews.ge/ka/article/771972-aluda-gudushauri-adamianebi-cdiloben-sxva-adamianebs-ascavlon-rogor-daamxon-xelisupleba-tu-amastan-mimartebit-ashsh-is-saelchos-akvs-sxvagvari-damokidebuleba-amas-mkapiod-poziciis-dapiksireba-da-gamijvna-schirdeba
https://www.interpressnews.ge/ka/article/772163-guram-macharashvili-sazogadoebam-naxa-seminari-sadac-pirdapir-midioda-scavleba-zaladobastan-da-revoluciur-scenarebtan-dakavshirebit-ormagi-standarti-xshirad-gvesmis-xolme-ashsh-is-saelchodan
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=em2jen8yTb8&t=4s
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=em2jen8yTb8&t=4s
http://geworld.ge/ge/vin-aafetqa/
https://www.facebook.com/permalink.php?story_fbid=pfbid08ifhuomzBjEDDGGE3Dr4ZBMUGnc2YKC325yR6ieyBVJWPm6tmjiUxi5F4QoRE4F5l&id=100006653430326
https://www.facebook.com/profile.php?id=100009785025991


 
 
 
 
 

 

 
 

legitimate targets for Russian military forces. However, now they are disregarding the 

same situation in Palestine. 

 Another social media profile posted that Iran and Turkey will invade Georgia if Russia 

weakens because they resent Christians more than Jews.  

 A propaganda source posted that Israel wronged Russia by engaging in the globalist plan 

to weaken and dissolve the Slavic world. According to the post, the Zionist government 

forgot that Russia saved Jewish people from European fascism during the Second World 

War and helped them establish their state in the Middle East. Instead of being grateful, 

Israelis turned their backs on Russia and partnered with the Americans. The post's author 

also underlines that Israel assisted the fascist Ukrainian government led by the Jewish 

President Zelenskyy against Russia. The Israeli state is paying for their sins against 

Russia. 

 The same profile spread disinformation that the Israeli government was suffering from a 

shortage of ammunition, leaving anti-aircraft and combat units useless. According to the 

post, the Israeli government provided arms to Ukraine and Azerbaijan because the US 

promised to compensate for the weaponry but failed to fulfil its promise. Additionally, 

the author argued that the US is contributing to Israel's demise by sending the USS 

Gerald R. Ford aircraft carrier to the Eastern Mediterranean. 

 Unverified information also spread that corruption caused the weaponry, intended as 

military aid from the West to Ukraine, to end up in the Gaza Strip. 

 During a live broadcast, a social media profile stated that because Netanyahu’s 

government did not surrender the justice system to the Americans, a colour revolution 

was attempted in the country but failed. The US is not punishing Israel by supporting 

Hamas with weapons because it is impossible for Hamas to acquire such an abundance 

of military ammunition without foreign aid. Additionally, the US was interested in 

stirring up the situation in the Middle East because it was losing influence in the region. 

 A propaganda source stated that Israel is much more dangerous to the Christian world 

because while Muslim countries tend to be more aggressive, they do not possess the same 

military power. Additionally, Israel is engaged in globalist plans to decrease the global 

population, subject people’s minds and are no less radical than Muslim terrorists. 

According to propagandists, the Jewish people control global finances and resent 

Christians.  

 Another propaganda social media profile argued that until the US exist in its current 

form, there will always be war, terrorism, pandemics, artificially created viruses, and 

LGBT propaganda. The US will always support fascism, Nazism, and ultra-nationalism 

because it is designed to provoke wars and exploit other nations. 

 

https://www.facebook.com/permalink.php?story_fbid=pfbid0ZpYk5a9YHJ7jE9oTippirntSVWe8fik19MLnxwUSY2n6xegWQpaoF6gRZYeesiTpl&id=100072695660708
https://www.facebook.com/irakli.zakareishvili.9/posts/pfbid02aT8cR1Sn1fMMCH3M4dUYwGy6bEmJYaxHdCCHeWTgFCHTDkgKSnJBkTxkrMseSLwSl?__cft__%5b0%5d=AZWT_idym5NdWfYkp5JJx3QUowabk6wYNi3XuF6YO816hLGTxHDVojdGVVd2aMizuN2oyZ_XeTfnnmULFNdkKxG9aAzPCE5xqAWYBL1mphEBEDAOKDA-tt4cFUNTBsMY68krRbHFALkWCgAiHHbgQW0FjgcVz_wxCrrAYNxdlKV9gA&__tn__=%2CO%2CP-R
https://www.facebook.com/irakli.zakareishvili.9/posts/pfbid02pF6YtnX2ABeq1UK6QHfM6LqAAXWdEv6YaGBaqx6rM7t2p5PX9SKRhwYpTtLckNVHl
https://www.facebook.com/irakli.zakareishvili.9/posts/pfbid0kk5MjFN9kUWEh3uckqKCfkkAsuaHEtznk77ZyXcr3CGMB5Y31SCr5wRb1MEde5hKl?__cft__%5b0%5d=AZUEIgAGR6c5PToncsIXGqYDFZ2gCjdA08Ob63IRHO1BSE36iDSjzB4SrNQf_Zm94VYTm6e0tigA41jEnH2lEiaosZTvcHHLPVmPTsJ4OcvDFM_F1NYTg6MsTAwbKH7qMGr1pg_cr4Uu_ywiLcEz9shqLHUGSxhwraOhcXXPSYVgGA&__tn__=%2CO%2CP-R
https://www.facebook.com/permalink.php?story_fbid=pfbid02XFNBhWHEhDLUixTGsQSAtiCf1DtTuugYYyiCHJHVTLFmGGrpFQnUoEinVbegvR4ul&id=100072729360269&__cft__%5b0%5d=AZXpxCR7Qi0eth4qw5bbm_7p3IbAvNEq5OV11ClE587zEB0l7TOFLhkBy0zxWb7r9B961iZSJcCI8LtMiGB9Ue9PL_LV3C-u_CRUMsQMmQaqYm_du5RXq3Kte9s69ss9emE&__tn__=%2CO%2CP-R
https://www.facebook.com/sindisi.mxilebadze.1/videos/3677572689146349/?__cft__%5b0%5d=AZVJR9UhtVEgTBBsAXL1mbjYGxmTzOHuYdnQOME1bmsmqblWHNLrbIV-4Metsuurdm5XiKJLdxENzOCXlIwKHeg18Jf-5s36IwQinCb_FUy78J4XwDrWMbVg3_YZj3Dj3KN__hnrfUKBOJlQYVCYsBMleCUZnck-g0ibSgz3gvV99g&__tn__=%2CO%2CP-R
https://www.facebook.com/levaniadeishvili1234/posts/pfbid02jGTJ98kgUoCqYYR2JZoTqs2cWbJ6ynAqDwmBiGSKxrGHEt69eUFvDfMjfnUcUis6l?__cft__%5b0%5d=AZXIH9luxN-s8sqfRW8gCc1JlpbGO1X9iFckdK5wDkR3_U1FzFVyLkMs46xpgPFAkCm0GvmUYCm21rQ0PFHvJvAcSnobt2zNMxipW2RfIRvB1UEIirrt06O53X-vUbsP-1aZqMJW2DGFNt-K6t8S3hRJ&__tn__=%2CO%2CP-R
https://www.facebook.com/permalink.php?story_fbid=pfbid02YcKn2oKC4uSVr1T3cz5AiWVMHrvd5iatTVKDYsZV9VNz5fR7PCX2DESLjgjyN2wPl&id=100009785025991&__cft__%5b0%5d=AZVCVe9ePlr0bxZN2FGuPPdwUUX-_Bp9HWrknnmi4xs_4tCrK-9XyKAAlFZpFLR-n--9mLcJMgfIWGtPsBqLgcqPMc9zt_YdtVn4-mx5mhnVf539c5AnaEXVTDOtXuDJy-vUQngW-pVcNUVmC53n-RB1&__tn__=%2CO%2CP-R


 
 

 

“Anti-Maidan Movement” established by pro-Russian Alt Info reinforces narrative that the 

West through the hands of NGOs in plans to incite a coup in Georgia 

 One of the prominent Alt Info leaders, Zurab Makharadze, appeared on pro-Russian 

Sezoni TV and called on the people to call the “Anti-Maidan” offices to enlist in the 

group. According to the propagandist, the attempts to overthrow the government and 

drag Georgia into war against Russia are most likely inevitable. Makharadze stated that 

when called upon, people should be ready for action in Tbilisi within four hours as they 

are the only ones who can protect the country from war.  

 Pro-Russian Sezoni TV Channel broadcaster Nikoloz Mzhavanadze stated that the US is 

preparing for a regime change in Georgia and Russia is the only country that can protect 

Georgia’s security.  

 Another Alt Info propagandist, threatening violence, addressed their opponents, stating 

that they will eliminate those who hate the Georgian nation, including the West and 

those receiving finances from Western countries. 

 A different propagandist recalled the evidence provided by the SSSG about how NGOs 

and university clubs are training to conduct terrorist attacks in Georgia. According to 

the propagandist, the SSSG released the evidence so people could get ready to answer 

such threats. The propagandist argued that a foreign agent’s law should be adopted to 

expose the agent network inside the Georgian NGO sector. 

 A propagandist on social media stated that the Western-controlled liberals, opposition 

political parties and NGOs are planning bloodshed and revolution in Georgia. According 

to the post, there are two possibilities. Firstly, suppose the EU does grant Georgia 

candidate status. That means it does not trust Georgian opposition parties to overthrow 

the government and will give Georgia candidate status to maintain influence. Secondly, 

the EU might deliberately not grant Georgia candidate status to incite a revolution, after 

which the opposition parties will take over the government, start repressions against 

conservative Christians, and open a second front against Russia.  

 

SSSG’s statement about USAID-funded “trainings on overthrowing the government” fuels anti-

US propaganda 

 Sezoni TV Channel propagandist Nikoloz Mzhavanadze commented about the SSSG’s 

statement, noting that the US is directly involved in planning a coup in Georgia. USAID 

is training young people just like it did prior to the Rose Revolution in 2003. 

 Alt Info leader Zurab Makharadze commented on SSSG’s statement about the training 

funded by USAID. According to the propagandist, the trainers arrived in Georgia with a 

specific objective – to help activists develop an executive plan for occupying the city 

centre, setting up tents and detonating the bomb in one of the tents. Makharadze asserted 

that since the government is making amendments to the Law on Assemblies and 

Manifestations, which limits the erection of temporary structures, it means that the 

SSSG’s statement is credible and an issue of legitimate concern.  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=BWuxLnAqBrI&t=2096s&ab_channel=%E1%83%A2%E1%83%94%E1%83%9A%E1%83%94%E1%83%99%E1%83%9D%E1%83%9B%E1%83%9E%E1%83%90%E1%83%9C%E1%83%98%E1%83%90%E1%83%A1%E1%83%94%E1%83%96%E1%83%9D%E1%83%9C%E1%83%98%E2%81%8CSezoni-TV
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9kEBcxgf80o
https://www.facebook.com/61550559585125/videos/1078446663563880
https://www.facebook.com/61550559585125/videos/1078446663563880
https://www.facebook.com/tornike.bedianashvili.188/posts/719067130246043?__cft__%5b0%5d=AZUYScEpoQ317BIq8ZHxnyPFlTPPRnnaeQipECat9Md1IHdlyt2TOEdlgO5IWF5xBy5KUF_2sIFjdllov-lyNp-Zalt3GaTWCpQAeOSE88sVvmzfYPs-MhkbFRGAKiW-yVpR7N_uK8REdYbjOAMSnPQ2-5z0LdmYYQc2HbxnZDwbrHe-goDqNtREhIJVprjmCps&__tn__=%2CO%2CP-y-R
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9kEBcxgf80o
https://fb.watch/nsReA5AA40/


 
 
 
 
 

 

 
 

 A different pro-Russian propagandist emphasized that USAID did not conduct such 

activities during the Trump administration. According to this propagandist, after 

Georgian people dissented against Tbilisi Pride events, President Trump learned that it 

was being financed by USAID.  It is alleged that President Trump then dispatched 

representatives to Georgia, who reprimanded local NGOs and U.S. embassy personnel. 

 An Alt Info propagandist claimed that the US financial aid for the past thirty years to 

Georgia was spent on preparing professional protesters and funding NGOs, not on 

strategically important sectors that would develop Georgia’s economy. The same 

propagandist argues that USAID is an instrument of imperial power for the US, not only 

in Georgia but the whole world. Propaganda claims that USAID operates by financing 

clandestine networks in foreign nations, fomenting coups, and expanding US influence 

through illicit means globally. 

 A broadcast anchor on Alt Info argued that USAID is financing the Maidan revolution 

in Georgia. The claim goes on to assert that USAID has established a pervasive presence 

within every higher education institution and the Ministry of Education, dictating the 

curriculum and choice of textbooks for Georgian children, purportedly to brainwash 

them. Moreover, the propagandist asserts that USAID's agricultural initiatives are 

causing harm by eroding crops that are native, traditional, and of strategic significance 

to Georgia. These projects allegedly incentivise agricultural sectors that do not align with 

the best interests of the Georgian people. 

 Another propagandist stated that since the start of the war in Ukraine, the US has always 

tried to prove that it is not interested in a regime change and opening a second front in 

Georgia. However, according to the propagandist, the latest statement from the US 

embassy in response to the SSSG’s statements was a confession that the US is indeed 

funding revolutionary activities in Georgia and will continue to do so.  

 A propaganda source argued that the US has no economic interests regarding Georgia. 

The US is only interested in maintaining its global geopolitical influence and uses 

Georgia as a small dagger against Russia. According to the propagandist, the constitution 

should restrict foreign meddling in internal political processes. 

 

Propaganda depicts Moscow as a guarantor of security, stability and territorial integrity for 

Georgia 

 Sezoni TV propagandist Nikoloz Mzhavanadze stated that since 2012, Georgia has been 

walking on thin ice as there is a constant threat of a coup, and the only force that can 

deter this threat is Russia; hence direct dialogue with Moscow is necessary for Georgia. 

Mzhavanadze also recalled between Russian Foreign Minister Sergey Lavrov and the so-
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called president of occupied Abkhazia, Aslan Bzhania, underlining that direct talks are 

needed with Moscow to ensure Russia does not annex the occupied territories. 

 In a different broadcast, Sezoni TV propagandist criticised museums in Adjara for not 

celebrating the 145th anniversary of the liberation of Adjara from Ottoman occupation 

by Russian forces, stating that the date is being ignored. Like many times before, the 

propagandist suggested that without a Russian presence in the region, Adjara would be 

lost again, and Turkey would occupy it. Moreover, the narrative argued that without 

Vladimir Putin, Turkey, Syria, Kazakhstan, and Belarus would experience bloody 

revolutions.  

 An editor of the pro-Russian website “Saqinform” published an article in which the 

author argues that the Georgian nation is degraded because, despite the Georgian 

economy staying afloat due to links with Russia, it is one of the actors of NATO’s anti-

Russian Black Sea regional security concept. According to the propagandist, Georgians 

will never return to Abkhazia until it continues to pursue EU and NATO membership. 

Addressing the building of a new Russian naval military base in occupied Abkhazia, the 

propagandist claims that the military base does not pose an additional threat to Georgia. 

Moreover, Russian bases benefit local communities by employing local civilians as 

suppliers and craftsmen. The military buys local food products at the highest prices, and 

the military personnel help the civilian population in construction and repair works at 

the request of the local municipalities. 

 A propagandist on Alt Info asserted that on the backdrop of the planned coup by the 

West in Georgia, direct talks with Russia are vital as it will deter the malign influence 

coming from the US and the EU. 

 A social media profile posted that Russia, due to its goodwill, will soon return Abkhazia 

and the Tskhinvali region to Georgia. 

 A propaganda source argued that the 70-year occupation by the Soviet Union protected 

Georgia from foreign threats and exceptionally developed its economy. In modern times, 

rather than being appreciative of Russia, Georgia condemns it. The Georgian people need 

to realise that liberating the country from the Western colonial grip is essential to its 

survival. 

 Kremlin-sponsored Sputnik Georgia published an article by a Russian propagandist who 

asserts that while Russia is growing, the US is engulfed in chaos, scandals, political crises 

and budgetary issues. Europe is suffering from its “clown leaders”, and Ukraine is 

suffering from a shortage of funds and ammunition, which the West cannot replenish. 

The article suggests that the collective West is at its breaking point while Russia remains 

steadfast. 
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